Gap junctions have been shown to electrically couple cone photoreceptors: coupling blurs the image coded by cones, but this loss is offset by a decrease in noise. Electrical coupling thus improves the resolution of signals distributed across groups of cells.
cones. But because this coupling effect is superimposed on the broader optical point spread function of the eye's focusing system (Figure 1 ), it is difficult to detect the influence of cone coupling on human visual acuity. By steering coherent monochromatic laser light through a subject's pupil, one can form an interference pattern of regular stripes directly on their cone array [3] . The stripe width can be varied to values less than the diameter of a single cone to measure visual acuity.
The psychophysicists among DeVries et al.
[2] exploited a clever trick that can be used to isolate the spatial sensitivity of cones from the effects of neural interactions higher up in the visual system [4] . When two fine interference patterns are superimposed on a subject's cone array, he or she sees a coarser pattern, which is a distortion product produced by non-linearities in the nervous system. By varying the width of the fine laser patterns and measuring the changes in the 
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Current Biology visibility of the coarser distortion product, the psychophysicists deduced the spatial sensitivity of foveal cones. This fine technique showed that the central peak in cone sensitivity, corresponding to light entering a single cone, is surrounded by a ring, corresponding to signals from electrically coupled neighbors [2] . The spatial sensitivity of cones is unaffected by changes in light level, suggesting again that coupling is not modulated.
DeVries et al. Computational neuroscientists apply the powerful models that are appropriate for the level of complexity found in retina [2] . Add more attention to natural stimuli [16] and to behavior [17] , and we have a potent combination. We can expect more analyses that are sufficiently complete to establish function and discover general principles of cell signaling and information processing.
